IS MAKING PREPARATIONS FOR WAR

SOBRAL MAY BE RETURNED TO MADRID

Spanish Naval Attache at Washington Has Been Talking Too Much.

Recently He Contributed Articles to Home Magazines, In Which He Criticized Uncle Sam's Defenses.

NEW YORK, Feb. 19—Washington, D.C.—Washington—An article contributed to a Spanish magazine by Pancho Villa, the Mexican bandit, is evidenced by the columns of the Spanish press to have been written by the Spanish diplomatic attache in Washington, Spain, Mr. Joaquin E. Duver, who, it is understood, has already written his replies to the criticisms of Uncle Sam's defense by the article.

UNDOUBTEDLY PREPARATIONS ARE FOR WAR

A Statement Made by General Miles, However, to Allay Excitement.

While High Officials Continue to Talk Calmly of Uncle Sam's Forts, Armies and Fleets Are Strengthened.

THE SAN FRANCISCO CALL, SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 20, 1898.
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